




RIVIAN AUTOMOTIVE $40.5M INVESTMENT Announced in early 2017, this electric vehicle manufacturing facility 

is a true win-win for the State of Illinois and Rivian. Purchasing a shuttered Mitsubishi plant, Rivian anticipates bringing their 

cutting edge electric vehicles to market in record time, predicting production as soon as 2020. Rivian is actively developing 

autonomous and semi-autonomous pick-up trucks and SUVs. They have patented a modular truck bed system, allowing 

for many different configurations to suit customers’ specific needs; their trucks will be all-wheel drive and have off-road 

capability. Entering the quickly evolving electric vehicle space with a unique product and the ability to bring it to market 

quickly has Rivian poised to succeed and continue the tradition of automotive innovation for the State of Illinois.

AMAZON 10,000 JOBS TO DATE Amazon announced it had reached the employment milestone of 10,000 employees 

in March of 2018. Amazon’s first fulfillment center in Illinois, located in Joliet, opened in 2015 with a team of 1,000 full-time 

employees. Since, Amazon has opened eight other fulfillment centers, two Prime Now hubs, an Amazon Fresh site, a sortation 

center, four delivery stations, and a corporate office in Illinois.

Continued expansion has resulted in Amazon investing hundreds of millions of dollars into Illinois’ economy, both in fulfillment 

infrastructure and compensation to its 10,000 current employees. As a snapshot, according to a report by Amazon’s 

economics team, the company’s investments in Illinois between 2014 and 2017 resulted in an additional $200 million to 

the state’s economy. Using input-output methodology and multipliers developed by the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, 

Amazon estimates its investments in Illinois have stimulated 7,000 indirect jobs on top of the company’s direct hires.

NUCOR STEEL $180B INVESTMENT The expansion at its existing bar steel mill in Bourbonnais will result in  

an increase in capacity of 500,000 tons of production of merchant bar quality (MBQ) and $180M in investment over the next  

two years. 

“This new MBQ mill is right in line with our long-term strategy for profitable growth. It takes advantage of our position as a 

low-cost producer to displace tons currently being supplied by competitors outside the region. It also builds on our market 

leadership position by further enhancing our product offerings of merchant bar, light shapes and structural angle and channel 

in markets in the central U.S.,” said John Ferriola, Chairman, CEO & President of Nucor. “Combined with our other full-range 

bar mills, we are now strategically located to supply all markets with high-quality bar products and exceptional service.”

The Midwest region is one of the largest markets for MBQ products, and Nucor is ideally situated to meet this regional demand, 

and also take advantage of an abundant scrap supply in the region. Nucor Steel Kankakee, Inc. will continue to be a supplier 

of quality reinforcing bar products. 










